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Mitsubishi Fuso Truck of America, Inc. and PLUSS Corporation Are Teaming
Up

PLUSS Corporations is an aggressive service company with a sharp focus for finding long-term
growth opportunities in the heavy-duty trucking and automotive industries. PLUSS Corporation
has recently released an upgrade to their industry leading Part TimeManager software in
preparation for future alliances with major vendors and their clients.

Columbia Falls, MT (PRWEB) March 16, 2005 -- PLUSS Corporations is an aggressive service company with
a sharp focus for finding long-term growth opportunities in the heavy-duty trucking and automotive industries.
PLUSS Corporation has recently released an upgrade to their industry leading Part Time Manager software in
preparation for future alliances with major vendors and their clients. This revolutionary business management
software has been named PTM Echelon Suite for the profit levels it can help you achieve. Mitsubishi Fuso
Truck of America, Inc. (MFTA) has worked diligently to offer their dealer network the same level of success
while making communications between vendor and dealer more seamless. Because of the levels of service and
success PLUSS currently provides dealerships, MTFA has chosen PLUSS Corporation to provide software and
business solutions for their Mitsubishi Fuso Dealer Network. This partnership is creating a team that will
achieve long lasting results.

"We purchased the PTM Business Management Software for our dealership nearly 3 years ago. PLUSS
Corporation has provided myself and my employees with a very high level of Education, Consulting, Support,
and friendly service that has helped us utilize our investment in PTM to the fullest. The wealth of reporting
provides up-to-the minute information throughout the system that gives me sales tracking and forecasting I only
dreamed of before. I would recommend PTM and PLUSS Corporation to my all of my peers in the Mitsubishi
dealer network!" - Rich Jukonski Jr, Jukonski Truck Sales, Middletown, CT

Â�Our dealers are very happy with the relationship they have established with PLUSS Corporation and with
the support they receive from their Specialists. They are extremely pleased with the return on investment along
with the degree of reporting, efficiency, company controls, and proper financial record keeping" - Orin Black.
VP Business Operations, MFTA.

PLUSS Corporation specialized in complete Heavy-Duty truck/Automotive dealership and repair shop
management. Since 1983 PLUSS has been providing PC based Heavy Duty Business Management System
solutions. Their solutions have integrated accounting/payroll, automated inventory/labor controls, and
preventative maintenance specifically geared to minimize overhead while maximizing profit.

For more information, visit www.pluss.net or contact PLUSS Corporation at 1-800-835-9609.
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Contact Information
Kenny Nau
PLUSS Corporation
http://www.pluss.net
800-835-9609

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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